
 

Bitcoin Forum > Bitcoin > Bitcoin Discussion  

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1956186.980 

#981 

Yes everyone can effort things with bitcoin. But you need to know how to maintain things with bitcoin 

like long taking confirmation can delay your work so in my opinion i would suggest you an idea that you 

should need to manage everyone on the last date of the month that you should have money for 

something what are you want to buy or something else. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1962171.940 

#957 

Bro I would tell you that you should need to believe that bitcoin will never goes down as people were 

making rumors that bitcoin will drop down after 1 August what happened mission successes. So i would 

tell you that if you are holding bitcoin then you should need to trust as well because the prices are going 

upward where your invested income already double than invested income. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1989308.500 

#501 

There are multiple websites of bitcoin as well. If you are using ETH wallet and feeling secure then first of 

all think that ETH is the child of BTC. So i would suggest you offline wallets of Bitcoin that you will feel 

even more secure because bitcoin wallets providing high level security which can protect your coins all 

time and safe your passwords etc. from third party. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2059806.0 

#1 

BCC is the best way that bitcoin has introduced as you said that would we consider bitcoin cash as an 

altcoin so i would say that they are two option bitcoin cash is by bitcoin. So we can say that it is the child 

board of bitcoin and another we can say that this is an altcoin which is introduced by bitcoin. But the 

most matching sentence is that it is by bitcoin which is called child board of bitcoin. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2060213.0 

#4 

Yup exactly because it was confirmed i would say that if those people are still afraid they should go to 

the forum top there are written in the green forum that all clear. So this is great signal to us now we can 

buy bitcoin. First of all we are finally crossed 1 August and we are in the market once again. So feel sorry 

for haters that they will miss the rumors of 1 August. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2058009.40 

#43 
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If you are talking about $3000 then yes it will reach there in an August. Because as the people are 

coming to bitcoin in the huge traffic so clearly we can say that these people are willing to invest. So the 

price will reach to $5000 BTC in the ending of the year. So yes you are right brother it will reach to 

$3000 in the end of August which will be the biggest challenge to every currency. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1923060.540 

#541 

If you are still considering gold and Bitcoin then you are a kid. You need a baby milk bottle. Because 

people are now living in digital world there is not a signal thing on the earth which is belong to old era. 

People are getting upgrading on daily based like that technology is also upgraded which is quite great 

step. So now a days bitcoin is better than Gold. Because this is a new era which is belong to bitcoin not 

even to gold. 

Bitcoin Forum > Economy > Economics  

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2010917.240 

#246 

Why it cannot solve the problem of world poverty? I mean why if i ask you that your dad cannot solve 

your problems? Then how would you feel this is the question i would like to say that bitcoin can easily 

solve the world poverty problem if the government take an action against that and take a hand of 

bitcoin then it can easily solve the problem. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2011192.300 

#314 

It is the first crypto currency right but there are something which they have mentioned. If bitcoin is no 

longer anonymous in the world then there will be risk that's why bitcoin is still anonymous currency no 

one know that who has made it so we need to keep it anonymous ask well because we should consider 

bitcoin as online currency. So that’s all. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2036121.120 

#125 

It is up to market that bitcoin is on low price or high price well it doesn't depend on that i would say that 

we should go for trading because something the price goes down then we can get a lot of bitcoin. But 

now a days one thing more happened which is still better than everything i would say that bitcoin price 

pumping in the market if we trade now we will get a lot of income in the future. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2039164.140 

#141 

I would say that it can be money making method because as you know that when we play gambling 

through internet then this is not by fiat money we got some bonus in bitcoin and play for that. I would 

say that bitcoin is giving opportunity to us make a money with bitcoin therefore they have kept a 

gambling bonus for us like that so yes it is the method of money making. 
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https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2039830.60 

#76 

If there is comparing between them then i would like to say that both are better but if you are having 

nothing then signature campaign exist so i would like to say that if you don't have penny then go for 

signature if you are a famous in making something then go for trading because trading can be happen if 

you are having skills and signature campaigns can be happen if you are have some kind of knowledge. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1966706.340 

#341 

Because old people were not having that knowledge what are we expecting from them right now while 

new generation is directly getting the advantages of these things now and learn these things in the 

grade 1 to Ph.D. so i would like to say that comparison of old and new is bullish we should say that old 

people were too old therefore they didn’t accept the plastic cards. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2054047.140 

#146 

It is possible to service just go for your government that you are not getting money and there is no 

option to feed up myself if your country is like France or Switzerland or England. If you are belong to 

Africa then don't blame me here because people are depended on their government if there 

government full filled promised to them to feed up them then what can we do? 

Bitcoin Forum > Economy > Economics > Speculation  

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2060133.0 

#1 

People can make everything joke if they cannot do something own. So i would like to say that you 

should need to learn and practice there idea as well because it would be more helpful to you because if 

they made an idea about new altcoin why you cannot make a new altcoin? Bitcoiners are too fastest 

people on the earth they know how to earn money. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2054276.20 

#23 

Yes it will hit easily 5000$ USD. Because as the market said today news that a lot of people have 

invested and bought bitcoins from miners then we can see that in the ending of August the price of 

bitcoin will reach to $3500 as the current statics seen. So i would like to say that yes it will hit above 

$5000 in the ending of the year because it is growing too fastly after 1 Aug. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2060279.0 

#1 
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Makes sense if you are watch the game from a near because if you invested $100 USD so later you will 

see these $100 into $500 because the price is going upward while people are willing to go for bitcoin 

therefore price of bitcoin unstoppable in these days so i would like to say that sense can be able if you 

are able to do with your mind as well because it is all about mind game. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2050798.60 

#65 

People used to buy. Now buying and will buying because as we saw after 1 August everything changed 

once again like we say that game turn over from hater once again because they were rising voice against 

bitcoin will miners were keep silent but on 1 August the prices goes stable and reach to $2700 above so 

the bitcoin turn over and hit a lot records. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2024069.80 

#97 

Who says that everyone is selling there coins in one time i think these peoples are greedy and fool so 

sell their coins in one time because if you are just selling your 20% coins then it can return to your old 

price which you have invested so i would like to say that go for 20% not for all because greed can make 

everyone let down on the floor who would be never able to stand up once again. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2051767.20 

#35 

Why it is good idea i mean why? Like you should see the status which is greened by bitcoin that 

everything is perfectly clear so go for trading investing there is no risk. There is no risk even in online 

exchanges neither in random exchanges so i would like to say that you didn't see the part what they 

have posted i would like to say that go for that as well. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2053992.20 

#22 

Everything lunch slowly and you know that bitcoin is decentralized so it will take a little time to come so 

keep calm and wait for Bitcoin cash because it will reach to market in some times like it will take a 1 

month or weeks nobody knows but updates are still on the forum which can be helpful so it seems that 

it will come around next week so we are waiting as well. 

Bitcoin Forum > Economy > Marketplace > Gambling > Gambling discussion 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1635743.1600 

#1602 

If you are pulling gambling in a middle of games then you are the criminal by government because it is 

strictly banned if you are gambling on sports by fiat currency while goes to bitcoin there is not even 

crime enjoy gambling with bitcoin on every game because no one can stop you because there gambling 

is also known as decentralized gambling. So i would let you more experience by this. 
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https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1285502.540 

#550 

It is all about mind that what type of mind you are having because because many people are here if they 

win they don't stop playing until they lose all the money once again so in my opinion you should make a 

limit. If you play in a limit then you will have a good score and you will have self-control so i guess you 

will have a good result if you are having limit. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2047546.80 

#99 

Strategies and luck connection is two scenario because if you are playing both then you will have a 

experience win. If you are having one of them then you will have luck win. So the different between 

them is just understanding if you are having good understanding then you will have luck and strategies 

both then you will be known as gambler master or will be called unique player. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2059850.20 

#21 

Actually i got because i got a lot of help from Google and tor browser as well so i would suggest you that 

they are many data on the Google if you go there then you can get these sites in a seconds because they 

are now days a top listed sites because it has attracted a lot of people recently i have watched on 

alexa.com which has showed me the traffic count. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1310148.420 

#421 

Correct your spellings brother because it has attracted more users to your posts as well. But well done 

every time try that you are lucky then you will feel lucky because if you are thinking nervous and getting 

boor then automatically you will feel that you are dumped one and kinda unlucky so i would prefer for 

you that because fresh and unique every day. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1513957.2940 

#2950 

Everyone call feel better from gambling as the play first match and win because there is nothing excited 

like that because people are attracted to it so i would tell you that it is one of best feelings ever if 

someone every trapped in it so i would say that there is nothing better than gambling because gambling 

can make everyone good in a bad times. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2060480.0 

#9 

Wow that's great if you are finding gambling than profit then you must expert in gambling to gain a lot 

of profit after won because your current skills seems like that i would say that you are the one play who 
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can gain all the coins of gambling to his side in a mint so i would say that you must having white hairs in 

your hair as you going with a speed like that. 

Bitcoin Forum > Economy > Trading Discussion 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2060585.0 

#5 

There is not even unfreeze account place i mean there is not even option if someone can then that 

person should be worker there because there is no sign of unfreeze or any certificate required place so 

kindly i would say that i don't think that it is even fake or not fake because i'm also confused about it. 

But in my opinion it is not that much fake as people considering. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2046515.60 

#65 

Yup there are many hero ranks people who don't even help people here because they want to gain 

knowledge by their self but there are only few people who can help people here so i would like to say 

that youtube is the best place to study everything. If we study crpyto currencies from youtube then i 

think we can create our own currency as well because as the courses are 100% guaranteed there to 

learn. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1856322.840 

#844 

There are short link between short-term relation and market because they only buy for market that 

market is going high or low if they market is going high then these people are buy bitcoin as the markets 

goes very high then these people are come here and sell there bitcoins on very expansive prices so 

that's the system the follow in there daily life. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2001232.140 

#144 

There is the easiest way to learn just attach yourself just 3 hours that you would have ability to know 

that you can give 3 hours to your work that you can able to spend you there is a place which is called 

youtube go for youtube you will learn a lot from there because there are many things where you can 

bring a lot of changes and bring a new currency to  market as well. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1937575.380 

#381 

Poker is hard instead trading and investing because there are many chances in poker that you can loss 

your money while in trading there are many chances to become a rich to have a good profit to have a 

good deal to make links and investing you can have bright future you can have extra money after period 

of times while in poker these things are nothing happan you just lost the point where you want to start. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2051108.40 
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#49 

Brother implementation is going on Bitcoin cash because this is new to market. As you born have you 

learned talking on the first day have you learned the name of your mother or dad or something like that. 

Like that example goes to bitcoin cash as well it is lunched to market and first of all this is also 

decentralized so it will take a time to settle. 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2041251.20 

#22 

Actually PayPal company got fired on bitcoin that's why because they know that most of people are 

going for bitcoin instead PayPal so they are banding people account while transaction with bitcoin so i 

would like to say that bitcoin is giving opportunity to everyone like bitcoin is open everywhere while 

PayPal is banned in many countries so i would like to say that's the big problem they ever facing. 
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